Diseases spread by water are caused by fecal-oral, contact, inhalation, or other routes, resulting in illnesses affecting multiple body systems. We selected 13 pathogens or syndromes implicated in waterborne disease outbreaks or other well-documented waterborne transmission (acute otitis externa, Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium, Escherichia coli (E. coli), free-living ameba, Giardia,
INTRODUCTION
In the United States, mortality from classic enteric waterborne infections such as cholera and typhoid fever declined greatly during the 20th century following the advent of municipal drinking water disinfection and filtration and concurrent improvements in wastewater treatment (Cutler & Miller ) . However, deaths from waterborne disease, as documented through waterborne dis- Administrative data are an alternative to surveillance data that can be used to summarize the national numbers of deaths for diseases, even those that occur rarely or are not captured in outbreak or case surveillance systems (Jhung & f Not listed as a valid cause of death in the ICD-10 coding system. g Approximate ICD-9-CM and ICD-10 coding match. h Excludes people with concurrent cases of otitis media (ICD-9-CM 381.0-382.9, ICD-10 H65.0-H67.9).
administrative data to determine which pathogens that can be transmitted by water were most associated with mortality on a national scale, to describe the characteristics of persons that died, and to tabulate the numbers of annual deaths (transmitted through all routes) documented nationally from these pathogens. Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) codes (CDC a). We evaluated two outcomes derived from Falkinham et al. ). The previously documented association of these infections with older age was borne out of our analysis of hospital discharge data; however, the proportion documented as immune-compromised was not In spite of limitations to the sensitivity and specificity of hospital discharge data and death certificate data already noted, the stability and availability of these data makes them useful for monitoring disease outcomes across a wide range of conditions. Outbreak surveillance is suitable for documenting disease transmission through water; however, it is not a reliable source of information on deaths from pathogens with potential for waterborne transmission.
METHODS

Selection of infections
For the United States, the combination of administrative data and death certificate data used here may be the best means of obtaining systematic data on deaths from pathogens that can be transmitted by water; importantly, these methods can be repeated annually as new data are made available, allowing for the tracking of waterborne diseaseassociated mortality over time. These data allow for a look at waterborne diseases beyond the enteric illnesses transmitted through drinking water and provide insight into the epidemiology of pathogens that can be transmitted by water.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we documented that infections from the 13 selected pathogens and syndromes were associated with nearly 7,000 deaths each year in the United States. Environmental and biofilm-associated pathogens, to which individuals are exposed through inhalation, contact, and other routes, are associated with over 90% of the documen- 
